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Abstract— Advances in mobile communication technologies, smart cards and Smartphones enables companies to offer
valuable services to mobile users such as mobile payment, ticketing, loyalty applications and so on. Obviously, for
enabling secure services, end-to-end encryption between a Service Provider and a SIM card is an important requirement.
Keyed SIM cards have the required infrastructure for secure key generation and exchange; however un-keyed SIM cards do
not provide the required structure. This study aims to present a novel key exchange protocol for un-keyed SIM cards; hence
SIM card and Service Provider can perform end-to-end data encryption. Security and threats discussion of the proposed
protocol is provided as well.
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communicate securely with an un-keyed SIM card,
there exist two solutions.
The first alternative is to replace un-keyed SIM cards
with keyed ones. Actually this option creates an
enormous cost due to the production cost of the
contemporary keyed SIM cards and the cost of
shipping & handling the keyed cards to users. Hence,
a lower cost and yet satisfactory solution is still
required.
The second alternative is to build an infrastructure
for generating required keys at both sides using a key
exchange protocol which is the aim of this study.
However, this option is not a straightforward solution
though. There are some difficulties through the
protocol. First of all, un-keyed SIM cards have
limited storage capacity and their programming
capabilities are also limited as well.
In this paper, we describe our proposed end-to-end
key exchange protocol between an un-keyed SIM
card and Service Provider in which both parties are
not equipped with an encryption key at the
beginning. Then we briefly discuss the security
issues behind our proposed protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the advancements in mobile communication
technology, many value added services are provided
to users through Smartphones. At the same time with
the evolution of smart card technology, SIM cards
store more data, perform faster calculations and
provide advanced security functions. Latest SIM
cards provide advanced security services such as
public key cryptography, mobile signatures, and
remote key generation. So that, Service Providers
(SPs) are willing to provide value added services on
SIM cards such as mobile payment, ticketing, loyalty
which requires a secure end-to-end encryption
between SIM card and SP.
Today, corresponding security keys are embedded to
the SIM cards at manufacturing phase; hence SIM
cards provide secure end-to-end encryption between
SIM card and SP. However, most SIM cards those
dispensed to the users today do not have embedded
keys that can be used for end-to-end encryption
between SIM card and SP [1].
End-to-end encryption between SP and the SP’s
application on SIM card is a must requirement for
secure services. A SP needs to be sure that no one
can modify the communication conducted with the
user. Data should be appropriately encrypted using a
secure protocol using a proper key length.
Considering the property of the SIM cards, using
symmetric encryption protocols [2-7] is favorable.
In keyed SIM cards, MNOs initially issue SIM Cards
to the users. As an SP wishes to offer a secure service
via SIM Card, it makes an agreement with the MNO
to use a specific slot –say, slot n– of the SIM card.
After the agreement is signed, MNO notifies CI
about the agreement. Then, CI shares the
corresponding slot key with the SP. After SP gets the
key, it can install an application to the slot n of the
SIM card; and SP can communicate with the
application running in the specified slot securely by
using the slot key (Kn). In order for a SP to

II. A SECURE KEY EXCHANGE PROTOCOL
In this section, we describe the proposed protocol,
which creates the required infrastructure for unkeyed SIM cards. We name overall protocol as
SIMSec, the application that implements the protocol
on the SIM card as SIMSec Card Application, and
the application on the SP server as SIMSec Server
Application [8].
There exist some key exchange protocols in the
literature, which perform interactive key generation
solutions for keyed SIM cards only; those protocols
do not consider the constraints of un-keyed SIM
cards. The memory size and the computing power in
un-keyed SIM cards are so small that the
corresponding SIM card application should be small
in size, should be efficient, and should use only the
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functions that the card provides. SIMSec protocol is
developed specifically taking into account of these
SIM cards' constraints.
The SIMSec protocol is given in study [8]. We
shortly describe the protocol’s important issues; the
values and hash functions used in the protocol first.
In the first process, the SP generates a random 10
characters long value, V and then sends this value to
the SIM card.
Then, the SIM card randomly generates a private
Diffie-Hellman secret value, a. Afterwards; it
calculates ga and computes the hash of IDSIM || V || ga
values. Then it sends this hash value with ga to the
SP.
If the SP receives the packet from the SIM card in
the pre-set time period after the exchange of V, it
randomly generates a private Diffie-Hellman secret,
b.
Then the SP calculates hash value X' which is
expected to be same as X. If two hash values are not
equal, then the SP terminates the protocol.
If two hash values are equal, the SP authenticates the
SIM card by calculating gb and (ga)b values. The SP
calculates Y value as the hash of IDSIM || V || ga || gb||
(ga)b as well as calculates K by computing hash of
IDSIM || V || (ga)b values. After calculating the K
value, SP sends Y and gb values to the SIM card.
After the SIM card receives the packet, it calculates
(gb)a which should give the same result with (ga)b
that is calculated by SP. Then, SIM card calculates
the Y' value which should be equal to the Y value
that is calculated by SP. The only difference between
Y' and Y is that when calculating Y', (gb)a is inputted
to the hash function instead of (ga)b. Then, SIM card
calculates same K value and selects the K value as a
key. Note that all ga, gb, (ga)b, (gb)a calculations are
in mod p.
p is a public variable which is used as the modulus
in all computations. For a secure key exchange, the p
value is selected to be a prime number with a length
of at least 1024 bits [9].
g is a public variable that is used as a base variable
in exponentiation operations.
a is generated randomly by the SIM card, and it
remains private. The SIM card uses this value as a
power in exponentiation. For a secure key exchange,
the length of a value must be at least 384 bits [10].
b is generated randomly by the SP, and it remains
private. SP uses this value as a power in
exponentiation. For a secure key exchange, the
length of b value must be at least 384 bits [11].
V is 10 characters long random variable. In
SIMSec protocol, V value is sent to the SIM card
owner using a different communication channel than
other messages.
IDSIM is the identification data of the SIM card.
Unique digits of IMSI and ICCID are used to form
IDSIM value and the length of IDSIM is 96 bits. Since

both MNO and SIM card are capable of calculating
this value, SIM card calculates this value itself.
When required, SP receives IDSIM value from MNO
via their existing secure communication channel
before
the
protocol
starts.
This
secure
communication channel generally exist between
MNOs and SPs; otherwise they need to set it up.
H1 implements a hash function and uses 128 Least
Significant Bits (LSB) of the output. SP and SIM
card should agree on the hashing function that they
will use when developing the SIMSec application.
Following data is inputted to the each hash function
in the provided order:
1. 32 bit function type (1 for H1)
2. 32 bit value for the main input's bit length
3. Main input which is the concatenation of
IDSIM, V and ga (mod p)
H2 implements a hash function and uses 128 LSB
bit of the output. Following data is inputted to the
hash function in order:
1. 32 bit function type (2 for H2)
2. 32 bit value for the main input's bit length
3. Main input which is the concatenation IDSIM,
V, ga (mod p), gb (mod p), and (gb)a (mod p)
H3 implements a hash function and uses 168 LSB
bit of the output. Following data is inputted to the
hash function in order:
1. 32 bit function type (3 for H3)
2. 32 bit value for the main input's bit length
3. Main input which is the concatenation IDSIM,
V, (gb)a (mod p)
SIM card and Service Provider uses an SMS channel
that is controlled by the MNO. Only V value is
exchanged via an alternative communication
channel. On the other hand, the exchange of IDSIM
value between MNO and Service Provider is
performed using a secure communication channel.
This secure communication channel generally exist
between MNOs and Service Providers.
III. SECURITY DISCUSSION
There are some possible threats that can challenge
SIMSec protocol. While key is being exchanged
between SIM card and Service Provider, an intruder
may eavesdrop the communication and try to hack
the generated key. In order to address all possible
threats, the following security requirements are
identified:
•

Confidentiality of the Key: In SIMSec protocol,
an unauthorized third party including MNO
should not be able to discover the key, thus
should not be able to listen or alter the
communication after the key is established. The
key exchange protocol is developed based on
Diffie-Hellman
methodology.
In
this
methodology, calculation of (gb)a or (ga)b values
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•

•

•

•

by an unauthorized third party without knowing
numbers a and b is not possible. In order to
generate the key, the attacker needs to calculate
at least one of these numbers; so the
confidentiality of the key between SIM card and
Service Provider is ensured.
Data Integrity: In SIMSec protocol, the receiver
should recognize any modification to the data
from an unauthorized third party. Service
Provider and SIM card checks the incoming hash
value with the calculated one and recognize the
modification in the data, if any. As a result, the
protocol satisfies the integrity of the data between
SIM card and Service Provider.
Authentication of SIM card to Service Provider:
Service Provider authenticates the SIM card in
the protocol by using V value in hash functions.
Since V value is exchanged via a secondary
authenticated channel and only the user of the
SIM card has access to this channel, Service
Provider authenticates the SIM card. SIM card's
id value is also used in hash functions. SIM card's
id value is private and known only by the SIM
card, the MNO, and the other Service Providers
that SIM card run the protocol with. The MNO
shares this data with the requesting Service
Provider via a secure channel maintained
between them prior to the protocol. When the
SIM card sends a packet to Service Provider, the
packet also includes the hash of SIM card's id;
Service Provider checks the hash and ensures that
the V value is used by the claimed SIM card.
Authentication of Service Provider to SIM card:
SIM card authenticates Service Provider by using
V value in hash functions. Since this V value is
exchanged via a secondary authenticated channel
and only the SIM card user and the Service
Provider knows the value, the SIM card
authenticates the Service Provider.
Man in the Middle (MITM) Attack Protection: In
the key exchange protocol, an unauthorized third
party should not be able to perform a MITM
attack. In SIMSec protocol, V value is created by
the Service Provider for one time use only and
exchanged with the SIM card user from a
secondary communication channel as described
in previous sections. The MNO does not control
this channel and is not able to retrieve V value
from this communication channel. As it is seen in
the protocol, when the SIM card sends a value to
the Service Provider and when the Service
Provider sends a value to the SIM card, V value
is used in hash functions. If an unauthorized
party including MNO tries to perform a MITM, it
needs to guess this value, which has around 260
possibilities (10 characters long, 64 possibilities

•

for each character). Since V value is used by the
Service Provider and the SIM card for one time
only, and if the Service Provider or the SIM card
identifies an unequal hash, the receiving party
terminates the communication and a new V value
needs to be generated. As a result, using V value
protects the protocol from a possible MITM
attack from an unauthorized party including the
MNO. As the computing capabilities of attackers
increase in time, the length of the V value can be
increased accordingly.
Replay attack Protection: In the protocol, the SIM
card and the Service Provider accepts only one
packet for exchanged V value. Thus, performing
a replay attack by repeating a packet is not
possible, since the receiver will reject it.
Moreover, there is a small period that V value
can be used, so when an unauthorized party
performs a replay attack by delaying a packet, it
is rejected after this period ends.

CONCLUSION
In the literature, the existing studies on SIM cards
are mostly for un-keyed cards. In this paper, we
provide a novel key exchange protocol between an
un-keyed SIM card and a Service Provider. When
SIMSec protocol is performed, a symmetric key is
created at both sides that can be used to encrypt data.
The protocol allows SIM card and Service Provider
to perform secure applications on SIM cards such as
mobile payment services.
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